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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, customer satisfaction and performance of electric power companies are constantly supervised by regulatory agencies, which establish reliability levels for each utility. This has increased the requirements to monitor the levels of customer service and system reliability in order to provide a consistent assessment. An important information for the effectiveness of this service is the identification and analysis of forced outage events. This paper describes a mobile information system based on a handheld application for collecting and validation of distribution equipment conditions and surrounding environment information at local of a forced outage event. This system was developed using Object Oriented Modeling (OOM) and Java Language. This is part of a system that is used to collect, identify and analyze forced outage causes. The system can be used to forecasting, using statistic and probabilistic process, potential or critical area subject on specific events.

INTRODUCTION

Recent changes in the electrical industry and the unbundling of vertically integrated utilities into separate financial and operating utilities have increasing concerns about reliability, continuity and quality services. Customer satisfaction is becoming an increasingly important factor in the new regulatory environment. In order to improve the customer satisfaction and their electricity supply it is very important collect and classify outage causes in the correct way. Reliability worth and continuity index assessment are important factors in distribution system planning and operation. The reliability of service and performance analysis of the system have been studied for a long time and there are several books, e.g. [1] [2], and technical papers such as [3][4][5][6][7][8] which present different levels of activity and applications related with performance, effects of supply interruption, reliability worth assessment and quality of energy supply. Basically, the assessment of reliability uses two main steps: measuring past and predicting future performance [3]. Both applications use a complex data collection with several information collected at the local of event. The degree and complexity of this data collection system are entirely dependent upon the method and technique used to collect and validate the forced outage events. Reference [3] presents some applications for a collecting system and equipment performance data, such as: provide data for a comparison of electrical system performance and a basis for individual companies to establish service continuity criteria; provide data for analysis to determine reliability of service in a given area and reliability history of individual circuits; determine how factors such as design differences, environment or maintenance methods and operating practices affect performance and provide equipment performance data necessary for a probabilistic approach to reliability studies. A critical step for statistic processing and probabilistic analysis is the correct identification of forced outage causes, since this provide a classification of interruptions by cause which is very important in recognizing weak points in the system and also to provide data for a continuity index analysis. This paper presents a mobile information system based on a handheld application for collecting and validation of distribution equipment conditions and surrounding environments information at local of a forced outage event. This application is part of a system which is under developing and will be used to collect, identify and analyze forced outage causes in order to provide information for support improvements in maintenance, operational and design practices, as well as provide data for analysis to determine the reliability of service in a given area and service continuity levels. The system can be divide in three modules: the first module consist of collecting, validation and transmission of the information to the system operation center; the second is a software that store the field data and make statistic analysis through graphics and reports of the outages causes and events. The last one shows the part of the system, which has more probability of occurrence of specific outage cause. This is a very important issue for prediction maintenance. In this paper is presented the first part of the system, which is called SADENP - Sistema de Aquisição de Dados de Eventos Não Programados in Portuguese and means in English: Forced Outage Event Data Collection System. This system will be used in an Electrical Distribution Utility of South Brazil to improve the service quality and to create a reliable historical database about forced-outage causes. Using this database the distribution utility could adopt a better maintenance policy and investment allocation.

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPUTATIONAL SYSTEM

Mobile Computing

Mobile computing is used in many industries and service companies to provide an easy way for collecting and distributing information and is rapidly becoming a major growth area in many fields of information technological industry. It is natural that this technology should be incorporated in electrical companies for increase the speed, availability, security and quality of information data. In this
paper a mobile information system based on a handheld application is used to collect and validate data of forced outage events.

Object Oriented Programming Overview

Object Oriented Programming is a software programming technique based on a modeling method called Object Oriented Modeling (OOM) which treats the world as a set of objects that interact and interchange information [9]. Each object has a group of properties (called Attributes) that defines the object state and a group of functions (called Methods) that defines what operations the object makes other objects or in itself. Objects, with the same set of Attributes and Methods, are grouped in classes. A class is a data structure (a user-defined type) that contains the object definition. An object is a class instance (a variable declaration from a class) and is a computational representation of a real or abstract entity. An object oriented programming language is used to developing the handheld based application in this project [9][10].

Java Programming Language

Several factors should be considered to choose the technologies and methodologies that will be used in an application development software project. The cost, reliability, reutilization, wide free documentation and portability are some of these factors. Since the mobile computer industry provide more powerful and new devices every day, it is necessary that the programming language used in this project could be easily portable to another system. Java™ programming language meets all this necessities and for that reason is used in this project [10].

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

The Handheld Application

Up to now, the distribution equipment conditions and other variables in the event site were collected without any methodology and the electrician needs to identify the cause of the forced outage event, write a paper report and send it to the operational center. The problem remains on the fact that the electrician has the propensity to indicate a symptom, a sign as a cause of the event. For instance, a car crashes into a power pole; following a short circuit and then the protection opens the feeder. The electrician probably will indicate the short circuit as the event cause. However, this not the main reason. In fact, this event is a consequence of a chain of events, and the primary cause is the car crash. The proposal application intends to eliminate the electrician necessity to identify the cause. This application is an implementation of a formal close questionnaire as handheld software. This questionnaire was developed with the utility engineers assistance. All the questions were created based on the engineers experiences covering almost all the possibilities of equipment conditions and surrounding environment variables usually found by the electrical company electricians in the local of the event. In this application the electricians only needs choose the most appropriate alternative and answer questions like “Yes” or “No”. This methodology avoids logical errors and ambiguous answers by the electrician. The questionnaire structure is described in Figure 1.

In the questionnaire (showed in Figure 1) the electrician just need to choose the most suitable alternative about the distribution equipment conditions and surrounding environment variables like weather condition, human factor, and others. Consequently, the data quality provided by this methodology is appropriate to feeder a database in order to provide performance statistics index and allow interruption assessment. The conceptual design of the system is shown in Figure 2.

The first question is about weather conditions. This question is not direct related to the forced outage event cause, it is just a complementary information to the electrical utility. Every time the electrician starts a new data collection he must indicate it. The forced outage event weather conditions, in the probably real moment that it happened, will be indicated by a external source based on the call center reported time. This information is supported by the question depicts in Figure 3.
The weather condition question

After this question screen is shown the service order question screen, Figure 4, where the electrician must fill the service order number provided by the call center.

The question list of components shown in the questionnaire structure (Figure 1) cover the following main components:

- Capacitor Bank
- Load Break Switch
- Open Fuse Cutout
- Load interrupter switch
- Cable
- Connection
- Crosslet
- Fuse Link
- Connection
- Stay
- Metal Structure
- Public Illumination
- Electric Meter
- Muffle
- Lightning arrester
- Pole
- Primary Lateral
- Voltage Regulator
- Recloser
- Automatic Line Sectionalizer
- Distribution Transformer

The electrician must indicate the defective components and their conditions. For each component, listed above, there is a list of most founded component conditions and the electrician must choose the more appropriate one. For instance, in Figure 5 is shown the question about the fuse link component and its condition.

Logical Validation

The electrician has three different ways to follow the questionnaire answering process. Each answer is checked for the computational system such as the logical structure of the question is validated, and, for this reason avoids logical mistakes in the electrician’s answer process. Ambiguous answers and incomplete information about the forced outage event were very common when this system was not in use.

The application programming

Although, the data collected from the local of the events is considered very important, the major function of the electrician is to repair the distribution system and recover the energy supply. For this reason the questionnaire of the handheld application must be simple and easy to be filled. To satisfy these needs the application was developed using the graphical Java class named Canvas for the interface implementation. This class Canvas provides the necessary flexibility to design a simple and friendly interface. The electrician is able to answer the questions using the handheld touch screen and also the device buttons. For each forced outage event, the electrician will save an answered questionnaire data in the handheld, and then, in the end of the electrician journey, the data will be sent to the operational center computer. The data transfers is made using the TCP/IP protocol that is widely used and Java
supported. After the data transfer, the analysis application in the operational center will provide the probably forced outage event causes, store the field data and make statistics analysis through graphics and reports of the outages causes and events.

**Practical System Implementation**

This first module of the project was tested by an electricians group of the electrical utility. This group has provided a feedback of the system and identifies the application points that can be improved to meet all the electrical utility necessities. After this experimental project implementation, the forced outage data collecting system will be adopted by the entire company and will cover at least 11000 forced outage events by month.

**CONCLUSION**

The basic function of an electric power distribution system is to satisfy customer requirements offering a service with reliability, quality and continuity. Nowadays, it is very important for utilities have a distribution system performance assessment, such as historic and predictive data for improve process of maintenance, operation and planning. Assessment of the historical performance of the system, in special, forced outage events is fundamental for utilities.

The system presented in this paper has the follow advantages:

- Provide more reliable data for reliability analysis;
- Eliminate from the electrician the function to identify forced outage cause;
- Avoid ambiguous answers and incomplete information about the forced outage event by the electrician;
- Provide information to improve equipment performance analysis and maintenance policy;
- Provide a basis for electrical utility establish reliability and continuity of service in a given area, in order to determine how factors such as design differences, maintenance methods, environment conditions and operating methods are affecting the system performance;
- The system is easy and friendly to use by the electrician;
- The implementation on handheld is reliable and with high cost/benefits.

Additional developing has been made to improve this system and its integration with the electrical utility system for reliability assessment. New features and functions will be implemented in the SADENP system to improve system performance. The others phase is on developing.
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